TORIK NEBULOUS Stone Cleaning System meets the most discerning specification requirements.

Tensid’s TORIK NEBULOUS creates a micro-fine mist of water that gently cleans sensitive stone surfaces, removing grime, pollutants and many other types of water-soluble soiling. Articulated nozzles ensure that the mist is directed exactly where it is needed.

Contact Tensid UK to arrange a demonstration.

t: 01932 564 133
e: info@tensid.com
www.tensid.com
TORIK NEBULOUS Stone Cleaning System

Advanced technology for nebulous cleaning.

Cleaning with the TORIK NEBULOUS is gentle, safe and effective for use on heritage stonework and masonry.

- Manifold crafted from 316 marine grade stainless steel.
- Hand-welded 316 marine grade stainless steel fitting.
- UV-stable articulated nozzle hoses
- Swiss quality adjustable brass conical spray nozzles.
- Quick release brass water couplings - simple to connect extension and link hoses allowing multiple positions of nebulous manifolds.
- Articulated nozzles hoses enable accurate positioning of spray.
- Easily and securely clamped to scaffold tubes.
- Standard length: 1.4 Metres.
- Bespoke lengths available.

Price: On application.
Please call Richard at 01932 564 133